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Big Gem Diamond Painting Sea Friends #6248000

Gem Placement
Guide

Sea Friends

DiAMOND PAiNT iNG

Create
12 Shimmering Stickers &
2 Sparkling Suncatchers

Before you Begin
Clear your space so you have plenty
of room to work. Spread out your
colorful gem bags, gem tray, stylus
and wax square.

Helpful Tips:
• Cover your work surface with a
large towel. This will help contain
the gems in case they spill.
• Use a large resealable bag for
storing your components.

Bonus sticker!
Remove and use the sticker from the packaging.

Ages 6-96

#6248000

Prep your Gems
Find the sealed ends of each gem bag. Carefully
peel it open, pour some into your gem tray then
reseal the bag. Leave room in your tray. This will
make it easier to pick up the gems with your stylus.

Helpful Tip: Upside down gems can be flipped over by
shaking the tray side to side, or use your fingers.

Start with Stickers
The little sticky dots will guide gem placement. Choose colors that match
the designs or pick different gem colors. It’s up to you.

Helpful Tips:

• Separate your stickers so you can work on one at a time. Use scissors
to cut along the dotted lines before you peel the clear protective cover.
• If you don’t have scissors handy, peel a little of the protective cover
at a time as you work. Keep the sticky dots covered when not in use.
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Peel the clear film
off the wax then
press & twist the tip
of the stylus into the
wax to fill it.

Peel off the clear
protective cover to
reveal the adhesive.
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Pick up gems with
the tip of the wax
filled stylus. (When it
stops working, refill
it with more wax.)

Time for Suncatchers

Place the gems on
the adhesive dots.
When finished, press
down on the gems so
they stay in place.

Pro Tip:
For best
results, wet
the suction
cup before
using.

Diamond paint them your way with the
remaining gems. If you run out of your
favorite color, have fun blending the gems
in a creative way.

Helpful Tip: Peel a little of the protective
cover at a time as you work. If you need to
stop at any point, you can cover your
design then come back to it later.
If you’d like help with gem placement,
use the guide printed on the back. Place
your suncatcher over top and follow the
dots. Have fun!

Remove
protective
film from
stands.

There are two ways to display. Insert a
stand into the slit at the bottom of the
suncatchers. Or hang them on a window
or mirror with the suction cup hooks.

Need Help?
Call: 800-311-8684 e-mail: consumer@fabercastell.com
Chat or view FAQS & INFO online: supportcfk.fabercastell.com

Project
Ideas!

Visit FaberCastell.com and
search keyword diamond.

